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editor’s note

Don’t Stop Believin’
Journey is currently blaring on my phone, because on May 16, 2023, 

the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) issued a Benefit 
Category Determination (BCD) that said power seat elevation on 

power wheelchairs meets the definition of durable medical equipment. 
That means Medicare will cover seat 

elevation!
As I read the BCD, here were my 

takeaways:
• CMS received a lot of public 

comments: more than 3,600 in the first 
comment period and more than 2,100 
in the second. 

• More than 98 percent of the 
comments from the first period were “in 

scope,” CMS terminology that means “related to the seat elevation topic.” 
For the second comment period, all comments were in scope.

• Dependent transfers and reaching during mobility-related activities of 
daily living (MRADLs) were listed as tasks supported by seat elevation.

My observations:
• The industry sent in a lot of comments, and from a wide range of stake-

holders: consumers and caregivers, clinicians (working in every conceivable 
setting), providers, manufacturers, associations, and other advocates. 

• Research likely carried the day. If you’ve ever wondered if research 
translates to day-to-day seating clinic decisions, this BCD should be your 
proof positive. Commenters sent in plenty of data about shoulder injuries, 
chronic pain, uneven transfer heights, etc., and CMS repeatedly stated that 
the data was helpful.

• Everybody stayed on point. Anyone who’s led a team project or 
planned a large family gathering knows there’s always someone who 
wanders off. Not this time. Public comments were relevant and mindful… all 
2,133 of them, during the second comment period.

• CMS took those first public comments to heart. The proposed decision 
was laser focused on seat elevation justification for weight-bearing transfers. 
The decision memo, however, also supported seat elevation for dependent 
transfers and for reach — two concepts that were talked about again and 
again in comments sent in for the second period.

When I started as Mobility Management’s editor in 2002, Medicare 
didn’t cover seat elevation, and many, many people said that would never 
change. For a very long time, it didn’t. But you kept up the (street) fight. You 
kept advocating, educating, and sharing the outcomes you saw. You spent 
money and time flying to Washington, D.C., talking to legislators and their 
staffs. You did research and got it published.

You never stopped believin’, you small-town girls and city boys. And look 
what you’ve done. You’re rock stars. m 

Laurie Watanabe, Editor
lwatanabe@1105media.com
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MEDICARE PAYS FOR durable medical equipment (DME) 
that’s used in the beneficiary’s home. That’s a well-
known policy in Complex Rehab Technology (CRT).

Sometimes, the effects of that in-the-home policy are obvious. 
For example, in its May 16 decision memo on Medicare 
coverage for seat elevation on power wheelchairs, CMS said of 
some input it received, “Many commenters support the coverage 
of power seat elevation systems for Group 3 PWCs [power 
wheelchairs] to carry out various activities outside of the home. 
Specifically, commenters provided numerous examples of how 
seat elevation equipment could be beneficial while shopping, 

crossing the street, accessing elevator buttons, traveling, dining 
in restaurants, providing child care, providing volunteer 
services, using public restrooms, and attending church services, 
concerts, and sporting events, etc. Also, commenters explained 
how seat elevation could be helpful while receiving medical care 
in clinical and diagnostic settings.

“While power seat elevation equipment may be useful in 
settings outside of the home, it is important to note that section 
1861(n) of the Social Security Act defines DME as equipment 
used in the patient’s home.”

But Medicare’s in-the-home restriction has ripple effects. In 
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DME is reusable medical equipment, like walkers, wheelchairs, or hospital beds.  

Part B covers DME when your doctor or other health care provider (like a nurse 

practitioner, physician assistant, or clinical nurse specialist) prescribes it for you to use 

 in your home. 

— Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) official government booklet for Medicare beneficiaries

By Laurie Watanabe

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN “INSIDE-THE-HOME” POWER CHAIR 
FUNDING COLLIDES WITH REAL-WORLD USAGE

Inside/Out?
ATP SERIES
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What PWC Traits Should Providers Seek Out?
Working within Medicare’s funding constraints, where equip-
ment is covered for in-the-home use only, requires power wheel-
chair manufacturers to get innovative, not just when designing 
their power chairs, but also in considering the coming years, 
when those chairs needs service.

The Value of Thinking Ahead
Bret Tracy is the VP of Sales for Merits Health Products and Avid 
Rehab, Merits’ Complex Rehab Technology division.

“We look at not only the upfront allowable, but at down-the-
road repair costs,” Tracy said. “We know the allowables for a 
Group 3 tilt, [etc.]. But we also look at ‘What does that motor 
cost?’ If motors cost $800 each and you have to replace two of 
them, you now have a provider that’s losing money on repairs.”

With those numbers in mind, Tracy said, “When we launched 
Avid Rehab, for our Vector power chair we used a motor with a 
dealer cost of $300. On our entry-level power chair for Group 3, we 
start the electronics with the VR2. We are able to access multiple 
functions through a selection box, but that saves money over 
an R-net [system]. If the client has advanced needs, R-net is an 
option for an upgrade. But the standard is a VR2.”

Joshua Haynes, Merits’ Director of Research and 
Development, added, “We want to craft the product for what 
end users need. The world isn’t ADA [Americans with Disabilities 
Act] compliant, so we build in a little extra.”

When Power Chairs Go Outside
Asked how a power chair is impacted when it goes outdoors, 
Haynes said, “I think the things that take the biggest impact 
would be wheels and tires. Those would see all of the effects of 
a rough road and rough terrain. Then on a deeper level, battery 
range and life would be affected because standards for an 
indoor chair are quite a bit less than for an outdoor chair.

“Battery life takes a hit, and the range of your power chair 
as well. A chair designed to work within your 1,000 square-foot 
home — when you take it down the road to go to the store, that’s 
going to see wear and tear and shorten battery range over time.”

Even urban settings can be tough on power chairs designed 
for short distances from bedroom to bathroom to kitchen.

“The other thing that takes a hit is your motors,” Haynes 
said. “If you live in a neighborhood that has long hills, that slow, 
high-current draw will impact your motor life as well over time.”

Haynes added that suspensions can be challenged when not well 
matched for their environments. “The suspension — especially on, 
say, a Group 2 chair — will certainly take a hit over time because 
we design it to be comfortable getting in and over a threshold. 
Obviously, it’s designed for driving from your porch to your living 
room, that kind of threshold. But if you’re climbing curb cuts and 
uneven pavement, your suspension will absolutely take a hit.”

“And you do not have to have suspension on Group 2s,” Tracy 
noted. “The suspension requirement does not come into play 
until Group 3 power chairs. It’s about not allowing that vibration 
[from the tires on the ground] to come up through the chair. 
When we designed our front-wheel-drive chair, the AXCEL, 

we made sure we had a top-of-the-line suspension so the user 
doesn’t get tossed around like a roller coaster just going over a 
basic transition at a curb or curb cutout.”

“We’ve really been focused,” Haynes said, “on user experience 
and how those repetitive motions, the impacts, would affect 
somebody. We certainly don’t want someone, because they 
came to a stop suddenly or ran over a big bump, to go into tone 
or experience spasticity. Even in our Group 2 Vision Sport, the 
suspension’s very reactive so we can minimize those impacts to 
the user. We’ve carried that up through our brand-new design. In 
our AXCEL front-wheel drive, that suspension’s very soft.”

What Providers Should Look For
Given the funding parameters that power chair providers face, and 
the many different tasks that power chairs must perform and support, 
Tracy said, “I tell suppliers all the time that you need to have three 
variables when you do product selection. You need to look at what 
their indoor need is, their outdoor need, and their transportation. 

“You have a college kid in a small apartment, but he also 
needs a chair that goes across the campus, and oh yeah, how 
does he get to campus? Does he have an accessible van? Is 
he taking public transportation? You need to meet all three of 
them. And sometimes, that’s not possible. Sometimes you have 
to compromise one or two of the three.

“But Josh has been with us now for four years, and his time as 
a seating tech prior to coming aboard has really been a water-
shed moment for Avid. Our whole design focus has been ease of 
repair. Ultimately, a power chair will need to be serviced in five 
years. But how easy is it to change the motor? How easy is it to 
change the batteries? How easy is it to replace a harness? All of 
the items that we are coming out with, we have looked at that, 
and we want to make it the easiest, most tech-friendly chair.”

Those service-friendly features include being able to use a 
4mm Allen key “for all of our headrest and AFP [articulating 
footplate] adjustments,” Tracy said. “My goal would be that you 
would deliver a Group 3 chair and only have to take a 4mm Allen 
wrench, making it as simple as possible.”

Haynes agreed. “When I was a seating tech, it was eye-opening 
for me, especially when you’ve got a client who has ALS and their 
chair’s down. They want to be active, they’re in good spirits, but 
their chair’s not working. That to me is the ultimate. You need 
to get that person up and running so that they can enjoy every 
moment they have. That’s been a big focus for us. 

“Not to mention, as a tech, you’ve got five or six stops in your 
day. You don’t know what kind of variables you’re going to run 
into, the traffic and rain and all that fun stuff. You need to make 
it easy to get in and out and get the person up and running as 
quickly as possible.” m

ATP Series  PWCs: Inside/Out Funding?
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the case of power wheelchairs, Medicare’s allowables are 
supposedly calculated to pay for power chairs used in beneficia-
ries’ homes, not for power chairs that will also be routinely 
taken outdoors and into the community.

And those differences in environments and distances can 
themselves cause ripple effects on issues such as power 
wheelchair performance and repair.

Inside, But Also Outside
Dan Fedor — Director, Reimbursement & Education, for U.S. 
Rehab — noted that while Medicare policy is to cover equip-
ment used in the home, the policy is also nuanced.

“The way the policy is written and the way it’s interpreted, 
presented and processed is the Medicare beneficiary must qualify 
for the item in the home to receive the power mobility device,” 
Fedor noted. “Medicare has said it doesn’t prevent [beneficiaries] 
from taking [the power mobility device] outside, and going 
outside is not considered abuse, unless they leave it out in the 
rain or something like that. Just using it normally outside, in 
Medicare’s eyes, is not considered abuse.”

So while Medicare won’t consider outside-the-home needs 
when funding power wheelchairs, CMS doesn’t prohibit those 
power chairs from being used outside.

In fact, coding requirements suggest that CMS is well aware 
that power chairs — particularly the “higher-level” ones — are 
very likely to be driven outdoors. For example, compare the 
battery requirements for Group 2 power chairs — minimum 
battery range of 7 miles, a 40mm minimum obstacle climb, and 
dynamic stability incline of 6° — to the battery requirements for 
Group 3 power chairs, which must have a minimum range of 12 
miles, a minimum obstacle climb of 60mm, and a dynamic 
stability incline of 7.5°.

“Definitely in Group 2 and Group 3, there is consideration for 
more than just in-home use,” Fedor said, referring to the specs 
that chairs must meet to be in those Groups. Chairs must be 
tested and the results submitted to the Pricing, Data Analysis and 
Coding contractor (PDAC) for proper coding. 

The policy article states a power chair must have a certain 
range, obstacle climb, and speed, for example, to qualify as a 
Group 3 chair. “There are specific parameters that the chairs must 
meet, and they must be tested by a third party,” Fedor said. “If 
you look at those [requirements], you would think [the specifica-
tions] do not refer to someone’s home. You don’t need to go 10 
miles or 15 miles within your home, for example.” So it’s apparent 
that CMS is aware that power chairs are operated outdoors, and 
sets the required specifications accordingly.

What This Means for PWC Manufacturers
So, power chair performance requirements strongly suggest that 
CMS knows the “indoor” power wheelchairs it funds will very 
likely be driven outdoors.

Now bring in the power wheelchair manufacturer, who is 
tasked with designing and building power chairs that can 

handle the realities of both indoor and outdoor environments, 
while receiving funding based only on indoor use.

Jeff Rogers is the Director of Power Product Management for 
Sunrise Medical. In his opinion, what impact does funding have 
on the design of today’s CRT power wheelchairs?

“It makes a huge difference,” Rogers said. “I would love to say 

that we always just design the best product we can. But if we 
don’t take into consideration the code or the funding that’s 
appropriate for it, then we’re going to make something that can 
be a lost cause.”

So manufacturers have to design and build power chairs to 
meet code specifications that strongly suggest those power 
chairs will be substantially used outdoors. But manufacturers 
also must keep in mind that funding is based on inside-the-
home use… or else, manufacturers risk building a power chair 
that performs well, but isn’t affordable.

“Now, sometimes the product’s good enough to survive on its 
own,” Rogers said. He referenced Magic Mobility chairs, 
typically considered to be designed for rugged outdoor use. 
“They’re not traditionally funded, and they’re private pay. But 
they meet a need that’s out there. People don’t care that 
insurance isn’t going to pay for it because they realize [Magic 
Mobility chairs] can change their lives.

“So there are exceptions to the rules. But when we think 
about the large scale of chairs that are out there, it’s very much 
so that we take [funding] into consideration.”

Still, Rogers was adamant about the need for quality design 
and for understanding how a power chair will likely be used, 
regardless of what funding sources are paying in allowables.

“We’re going to make sure [a power chair] meets the 
qualifications because we have to in order for it to be sold,” he 
said. “But we’re also realistic. We also understand that if we just 
hit the bare minimum, our customers aren’t going to be able to 
do half the activities they really need to do. 

“So we take into consideration that people are going to go 
outside. And we as the manufacturer just kind of have to eat the 
[cost] difference, if you would. Because funding’s only going to 
pay for a Corolla, and we have to make something a lot more 
than a compact car. We do have to really be very mindful of 
how we design to that.”

How Outdoors Differs from Indoors
There are inherent difficulties in building outdoor-capable 
chairs that will receive indoor-only funding.
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Medicare has said it doesn’t prevent 
[beneficiaries] from taking [the power 
mobility device] outside, and going 
outside is not considered abuse

— Dan Fedor 
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“It’s a problem, because we get paid for an indoor-use chair,” 
Rogers said. “Think of it this way: What would happen to a 
normal car if I only drove it inside of a warehouse where there 
were clean floors and there was nothing in the way? You 
wouldn’t have to worry about chipped windshields, tires 
wearing out, getting debris in the car, getting into accidents. 
None of that would occur because you’re driving in a sterile 
environment. But show me one person who says, ‘Yeah, that’s 
how I drive my car.’ No one does.”

So, Rogers added, manufacturers have to plan for power chair 
inevitables. “The idea is that [taking power chairs outside] is 
going to take place,” he said. “So we try our best to seal things 
up because we know dirt’s the worst enemy of these chairs. And 
we know that not everyone follows their maintenance regimen, 
either, of cleaning [the power chair] up and making sure it’s 
maintained. 

“We try our best to say, ‘How can we make this as durable as 

possible?’ In a perfect world, we could say, ‘Well, this was only 
designed for indoors.’ But if we do that, then customers are 
going to say, ‘This [chair] didn’t last to my expectations,’ 
because they’re expecting to take it outdoors. So we truly do 
have to design it as an outdoor product, because if we don’t, 
they’re not going to look at us when the time comes to buy 
another power chair. Because they’re going to think [the chair] 
just didn’t hold up, even though we over-engineered it to do 
much more outside of what the traditional code covers. We say, 
‘We’ve got to be realistic. Our customers are going to do more 
than what the code says.’”

The differences between chairs designed for outdoor/indoor 
use vs. just indoor use are considerable. First, a power chair 
that’s regularly taken out into the community will typically 
need more battery range… and not just because the power chair 
is venturing beyond the close confines of a house’s walls.

“You could probably drive these power chairs twice as far if 
they were just on nice, smooth, flat ground,” Rogers said. “But 
as soon as you start going up hills, it puts more of a strain on 
the chair. It makes it work harder.”

Outdoors, power chairs also are exposed to inclement 
weather. “We test for water ingress,” Rogers said. “But you’re 
talking about electronics, and just like your phone, a power 

chair is not something that should be left out in the rain all 
night. If you did that, it’s probably not going to work the same 
the next day. Ultimately, we do try to take all that into consider-
ation and design a chair that’s going to last through the 
elements.”

And Rogers said power chairs that go outdoors can end up 
carrying additional weight beyond the weight of their drivers. “I 
was at the Abilities Expo in New York, and I saw people come 
through who had backpacks on the backs of their power chairs 
that probably weighed about as much as the chair did,” he said. 
“They had everything you could ever imagine on the back of 
their chairs. That chair wasn’t designed for that, but we are 
realistic. We know people are going to pack on extra weight, 
and even though there’s maybe a 300-lb. weight capacity, they 
may put more than that on there. 

“All of that is going to mean an extra load on the chair. Just 
like when you tow something with your car: The heavier the 
load, the more gas you’re going to use in your car. No difference 
in a power wheelchair using power. We don’t broadcast [the 
weight capacity or battery range] we tested the chair to. We just 
know that what we say it can do we know for sure it can do 
because we test to what we think should be the battery life. And 
then we go above and beyond. I think we have to in order to say 
that this chair’s going to be as durable as possible.”

How Funding Impacts Power Chair Repairs
The indoor funding/outdoor usage disconnect could also be a 
factor in the issue of CRT repair, a hot-button topic that has 
spawned great interest in right-to-repair laws that would give 
consumers the ability to service and fix their own equipment.

Fedor pointed out that one bright spot in the complicated 
service situation is Medicare’s current repair policy. “Traditional 
Medicare does not require a prior authorization for a repair, 
which is a good thing,” he explained. “You can just go and do 
the repair. Many other insurers do require [prior authoriza-
tions]. So that is a layer, that’s a delay. Without a doubt, it’s a 
speed bump. It’s at least some delay in doing the job.”

But repair reimbursement is still a big problem, and one that’s 
especially painful when very complex power wheelchairs are 
the devices in need of service.

“The bigger picture, I feel — and again, I think many in the 
industry would agree — has to do with the amount they pay 
and how they pay for repairs,” Fedor said. “Allowables are not 
keeping up with the costs of parts, labor, and overhead due to 
inflation, especially over the past several years. But besides that 
is the way it’s set up. If someone qualifies for a chair, in most 
cases they’re going to want or need to have their chair repaired 
in their home. If their chair’s not functioning, how are they 
getting it into a store? 

“There is no allocation from Medicare and many other payers 
[for service technician travel time]. Not all; there are some 
payers that do [pay for travel time]. But with many others, 
there’s no compensation for that distance of getting to someone. 
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I would love to say that we always 
just design the best product we 
can. But if we don’t take into 
consideration the code or the 
funding that’s appropriate for it, then 
we’re going to make something that 
can be a lost cause
    — Jeff Rogers
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And it’s a huge expense. If you’re driving in a big city, you could 
only go two miles or three miles, and it might take an hour.”

In rural parts of the country, the sheer distance between a 
service technician’s office and the power chair user’s home 
could mean very long travel times. “It’s even worse because 
you’re driving an hour, maybe two, maybe three for someone, 
one way,” Fedor said. “That’s not being paid for. There’s no 
compensation for that time to proportionally pay it. Medicare’s 
position and others’ would be ‘We included that in the reim-
bursement rate.’ But there’s no way they could account for those 
various different scenarios of distance, of traffic, of fuel cost. 

“So I really believe that’s a huge impact right there for 
providers that struggle with repairs, and then that’s affecting 
Medicare beneficiaries and their families. Because then it’s 
‘Bring [the wheelchair] in,’ which is a huge inconvenience and 
in some cases impossible. Or, ‘We’re going to do it non-as-
signed,’ if that’s even an option, which then puts the financial 
burden back on the patient.”

Power Chair Repairs vs. Other Industries’ Models
The repair model in CRT differs significantly from repair 
models in other industries, Fedor pointed out. For instance, 
techs who service air conditioning units or washing machines 
typically charge service fees for house calls.

“I had a garage door issue,” Fedor said. “I was out of town, 
and my wife was home alone, and she couldn’t lift the garage 
door. So I called [a repair service] and they said, ‘It’s a $200 flat 
charge for us to come out, no matter what.’ No matter what 
happens.”

That’s not the case in CRT. 
“Medicare says the [HCPCS] K0739 labor code includes 

troubleshooting and diagnostics,” Fedor said. “But look at the 
rates: The maximum [billable] amount for motors, for example, is 
45 minutes, no matter how long the repair takes. That includes 
drive time, fuel, overhead on the [service] vehicle, maintenance. 
That includes your diagnostics, that includes wrench time of 
actually doing the job.”

Current Medicare reimbursement for service is typically in the 
$60 to $70 per hour range.

“That includes getting to the patient’s home and getting to the 
motor,” Fedor said. “Again, [CMS] may say, ‘Well, you don’t have 
to do an in-home [repair].’ But how’s the patient going to get [to 
the provider’s office] if they’re in a wheelchair and the wheel-
chair’s motor is not working? Not everybody has someone else 
that can drive them. 

“So there’s the time of getting there, and that varies signifi-
cantly for people. Again, big-city traffic, distance, fuel cost, 
overhead on your vehicle, the time of the person to get there. So 
step one is getting there. Step two is diagnosing. Now I have to 
decide what’s wrong with the motor. Does it have to be 
replaced? Why does it have to be replaced? Because Medicare 
does require you to have a reason. You can’t just do it.”

Diagnostic time is another task that’s supposedly bundled 

into the general labor reimbursement, Fedor said. “They say 
that’s included in labor, but again, that’s bundled into that time 
[allotment]. And now I have to take two motors off and put two 
motors on. Everyone I talk to, these seasoned technicians, say 
that in a best-case scenario, the actual wrench time of taking 
two motors off and putting two on is 45 minutes.

“And the real world is not a best-case scenario. You have 
seized-up bolts and seized-up motors, and you have water damage 
and other liquid damage to the motors that makes it an hour and a 

half to two hours in some cases, just for the wrench time.”
Under this current repair model, Fedor said, it’s the power 

chair user who suffers. “I think that is our bigger issue: getting 
payers to understand that. And the impact on the beneficiary is 
first, they may have the burden of bringing the chair in. Some 
suppliers may say, ‘We’re not driving two hours, you have to 
bring it to us’ — but the chair is broken or inoperable. Two, 
‘We’re going unassigned, and you’re going to have to absorb the 
cost up front.’ Or three, which some are doing today: ‘We’re not 
doing it. We’re not repairing chairs.’” 

To avoid that last option, Fedor said, some suppliers group 
their service calls according to location, and drive to an area 
once they have several repairs in the same neighborhood. It’s a 
strategy that can cut down on the number of lengthy drives for 
technicians, but can cause longer wait times for clients.

Fixed Fee Schedules & the Impact on 
Manufacturers & Providers
Fedor said he “applauds” manufacturers, who are in “a really 
difficult position,” needing to make power chairs that fit within 
inadequate allowables, but still perform well for consumers. 

“With anything else, you have a balance of consumer-driven 
demand, in most cases,” he said. “You want a TV that’s 4K 
OLED, so you make it. The parts cost more, so you’re going to 
sell it for $3,000, if people are buying it. If they don’t, you’re 
going to slow down production. That’s it. It’s basic economics.

“But with this market, it’s not like that. There’s a fixed fee 
schedule. And over the past 10 years, there were very nominal 
increases, if any, that did not keep up with the consumer price 
index of inflation. And in the last two years with COVID and 
everything else that’s happened, there was a bump [in reim-
bursement], but it’s still not keeping up. And yet the manufac-
turers still have to play in that market and try to work with this.”

Fedor added that manufacturers are doing their best to 
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Some suppliers may say, “We’re not 
driving two hours, you have to bring 
[the chair] to us” — but the chair is 
broken or inoperable
      — Dan Fedor
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balance all these opposing challenges. “I know because [The 
VGM Group and U.S. Rehab] have a lot of vendor partners. They 
all have to and want to make the best product. They want to put 
out the best. They know it’s going to someone that needs a 
wheelchair, and they don’t want it to break down often.

“But yet they have to balance the economics of it, otherwise 
no one gets the product. I think their hands are tied to a point. 
There’s a fine line of balancing that. And then the same with the 
parts when we do have to fix it. The same exact thing comes 
into play. I have to make a part that will fit within [the reim-
bursement pricing] because otherwise, no one’s getting it fixed. 
The supplier does not make a profit on parts. They break even 
or make a nominal amount, if anything, given the overhead of 
storing it, of transporting it. So there are two issues. There’s the 
part and the labor, and neither is profitable.”

Finding a Better Way Forward
Fedor said he understands when frustration bubbles up 
because, for example, of lengthy repair times. “From clinicians 
and physicians, I understand it. You want the best for your 
patient. But for 95 percent of people requiring these power 
wheelchairs, especially complex power wheelchairs, those 
chairs are being paid for by third-party insurance. And they 
have fixed fee schedules, they have a fixed amount they’re 
willing to pay. They have a cap. 

“So the manufacturers are backed into that. They have to work 
within that cap. There’s no doubt the manufacturer could make 
[something even better], there’s no doubt they could. But every-
body knows the cost of quality. The costs of that will not balance 

with the reimbursement rate, and therefore no one will receive it.”
Multiple industry experts have suggested that performing 

preventive maintenance on wheelchairs — and of course, getting 
paid to do so — could reduce the frequency of major repairs and 
therefore result in less down time for wheelchair users. 

“Currently, I don’t know of anyone that submits for preven-
tive, for routine, or for extensive maintenance on a product,” 
Fedor said. “I think it would be a huge benefit to have mainte-
nance done on products. So you’re not being reactive, you’re 
being proactive. Rather than the patient not being able to tilt 
because the actuator broke and now they’re sitting in a chair for 
two days until someone can replace their actuator, and not 

tilting, and possibly getting a pressure sore.”
While incorporating preventive maintenance as policy would 

require plenty of discussion first — what obligations would 
suppliers have, for example, to remind power chair users when 
service is due? — the policy of identifying and solving small 
problems before they turn into more significant and costly ones 
is well established.

Consider the common practice of dental insurance providers 
paying for dental cleanings every six months. “Yes,” Fedor said. 
“You go in for two cleanings a year. They pay for it willingly 
because they think, ‘We’ll do a cleaning and do a few x-rays. 
Let’s make sure we don’t need the bigger action, the root canal.’ 

“We don’t do preventative maintenance [on power chairs]. So, 
the actuator stops working, you can’t tilt, you get a pressure sore 
by the time someone can get out there [to do the repair]. What’s 
the cost difference there? And what could happen to the patient 
besides the cost difference? It’s the same with a root canal: You 
can get an infection that can go to your heart.”

Asked what he sees as a better way forward, Rogers said, “I 
would say we need to reward innovation. I think right now 
we’re so handcuffed to following the codes, trying to produce 
products that meet those criteria. We get these shackles on us, 
and it just handcuffs us when we’re trying to truly innovate 
products that can make a big difference. Standing and seat 
elevation are prime examples of that. 

“How long has seat elevation been out, and how long have we 
been fighting for a code to get it paid for? Everyone says, ‘Yeah, 
this is truly going to make someone’s life different. Whether I 
can reach a cabinet, or just have a seat elevation change so I can 
transfer on and off the toilet easily.’ But we hear, ‘Why should 
we have to pay for that? Is that really medically necessary?’”

He also referenced new battery choices: “I look at lithium-ion 
batteries probably being one [example]. Some manufacturers 
have tried them in their chairs, but everyone’s saying, ‘If I put 
them on my chair, how do they get paid for?’ And there’s that 
kind of hesitance.

“There’s also people in our industry that are saying, ‘What do 
I do with a lithium-ion battery when it goes bad, how do I 
dispose of it?’ So even our industry needs to think of how we 
handle innovation, because not everyone wants to be open to 
something different. I think that’s where I’m looking for us to 
say, ‘How can we do that? How can we design a better motor, or 
a better joystick, or a better chair, a better seat to make it last 
longer, and give other benefits to the end user as well?”

And ultimately, Rogers pointed out, for innovation to truly 
reach consumers, funding has to keep pace. “There’s K108 
[code] today, right? That’s supposed to be our miscellaneous 
code, but that really is not an option. It doesn’t seem to be easily 
accessible. It can be accessible if you do [the justification] right, 
but it takes a whole lot of work. And because of that, people 
don’t have the time, people don’t have the energy a lot of times 
to get that pushed through, and that’s where we see the 
innovation handcuffs being put on.” m
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I would say we need to reward 
innovation. I think right now we’re so 
handcuffed to following the codes, 
trying to produce products that 
meet those criteria. We get these 
shackles on us 

— Jeff Rogers
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CRT PMD Claims Errors: Is the New Prior 
Authorization Process the Culprit?
A late-April update related to the Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services’ (CMS) new voluntary prior authorization 
(PA) process for power mobility device (PMD) accessories 
may inadvertently be behind processing errors at the DME 
MACs, said Noel Neil, JM, CDME, VP of Auditing & Corporate 
Compliance for ACU-Serve Corp.

In a mid-May bulletin to industry leaders, Neil said, “CGS 
and Noridian acknowledged a claim processing error for CRT 
(Complex Rehab Technology) PMD claims. Suppliers have seen 
CO284 denials on accessories like E1007 [Wheelchair acces-
sory, power seating system, combination tilt and recline, with 
mechanical shear reduction] and E2313 [Power wheelchair 
accessory, harness for upgrade to expandable controller] and 
CO16 remark code MA66 on the remaining items on the claims. 

“The error appears to only impact claims with a date of 
service on or after April 6, 2023. It appears the error was caused 
by the recent update on April 6 to accommodate the voluntary 
prior authorization for the PMD accessories. The DME MACs 
are working collaboratively on a resolution and have committed 
to posting the issue on their respective Web sites.”

As part of that mid-May alert, Neil added, “Stakeholders are 
encouraging the DME MACs to initiate mass adjustments once this 

issue has been resolved. In the meantime, suppliers are encouraged 
to closely monitor their MAC’s claims alert Web page for the most 
up-to-date information. Once updated, the claims alert page will 
notify suppliers if additional actions are required. We understand 
this error may significantly impact cashflow, so we will continue 
to monitor the situation closely and will notify you via this same 
channel as soon as we are provided an update from Medicare.”

On May 16, Neil followed up with stakeholders: “Medicare 
told me today the Claims Alerts will be updated. I checked, and 
Jurisdictions B and C are updated. Noridian’s Web site is not 
yet updated, but I suspect it will be updated shortly. The MACs 
are instructing suppliers to ‘Submit the UTN only on claim 
lines for voluntary PA items for which a prior authorization was 
requested. If a prior authorization was not requested on the 
accessory codes, resubmit the claim without the UTN. The UTN 
should be submitted in loop 2400 — Service Line loop in the 
Prior Authorization reference (REF) segment where REF01 = 
“G1” qualifier and REF02 = UTN.’ Prior to this change, suppliers 
could include the UTN on all items without a problem.” 

CMS: Medicare Will Fund Seat Elevation
Following the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services’ (CMS) 
May 16 Benefit Category Determination announcement for seat 
elevation on power chairs, the process moves on to the next 
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PWC Policy: What You  
Need to Know Right Now

By Laurie Watanabe





step: determining allowables for that powered seating function.
In the announcement, CMS said, “We plan to address and seek 

public feedback on the HCPCS coding of powered seat elevation 
systems in an upcoming HCPCS Level II Public Meeting using the 
process outlined at 42 CFR §414.240. This process involves the 
posting of preliminary coding determinations for DMEPOS items 
and services on CMS.gov as part of the agenda for the HCPCS 
Public Meeting and Consultation Process.” 

CMS added that agendas and the public meeting schedule 
will be posted to the agency’s Web site.

The May 16 announcement said the Benefit Category 
Determination “expands the scope of the proposed benefit 
category decision based on consideration of public comments 
on the proposed decision memorandum.” CMS added it “is 
also expanding coverage beyond the proposed decision” and 
has found that seat elevation “is reasonable and necessary 
for individuals using Complex Rehabilitative power-driven 

wheelchairs” when certain conditions are met.
While the original coverage request involved Complex Rehab 

Technology power chairs, the Benefit Coverage Determination 
went further. “After careful consideration of comments, we have 
expanded the scope of the proposed benefit category decision 
to include power seat elevation as DME on all Medicare-covered 
PWCs, i.e., Groups 2, 3, and 5,” CMS said. 

“Our final determination is that power seat elevation equip-
ment used primarily by people with Medicare for assistance 
in transfers and reaching while in a Medicare-covered power 
wheelchair meets the Medicare definition of DME [durable 
medical equipment]. We consider the power seat elevation 
equipment in these cases to be equipment necessary for the 
effective use of a power wheelchair classified as DME by section 
1861(n) of the Social Security Act, and as such, the equipment 
necessary for the effective use of the DME would also fall within 
the benefit category for DME.” m
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Monitoring Denials: Q&A with Noel Neil, ACU-Serve
Q: How did you become aware of the 
latest PMD accessory errors, apparently 
connected to the new voluntary prior 
authorization process, and how did you 
connect with the DME MACs?

 Noel Neil: A supplier brought an 
example to their billing software vendor, 
who then escalated the issue on an 
industry council call for which I am a 
member. At ACU-Serve, we analyze the 
denials across our client base, and we 
identified the pattern, so we reached 
out to both CGS and Noridian with 
examples. 

Both CGS and Noridian were respon-
sive and immediately took steps neces-
sary to escalate the issue internally. 

 
Q: How important is it to stay vigilant 
and watch for any “new” or unexpected 
denials? And how important is it to 
promptly check into such occurrences?

  Noel Neil: It is imperative that 
suppliers — whether internally or 
vicariously through a third-party billing 
service — monitor their denials frequently 
for unexpected new denials. Suppliers 
should also tap into their HME state 
associations so they can be kept abreast 
of the trends and happenings. 

ACU-Serve tries to relay trends to state 
associations as we identify them so this 
information can be communicated to 
members.  

 Q: How do you feel about the volun-
tary prior authorization of PMD acces-
sories (this current situation notwith-
standing)? Is it a good thing for suppliers 
and equipment provision?

 Noel Neil: I believe the prior authori-
zation for PMD accessories is a positive 
thing for the industry. 

We have been advocating for this for 
awhile now. When some of PMDs were 
under ADMC (Advanced Determination 
of Medicare Coverage), suppliers appreci-
ated the benefits of the accessories being 
reviewed for medical necessity. This went 
away when the remaining PMDs transi-
tioned to prior authorization. 

This is particularly helpful for providers 
who often get denials on electronics 
and other accessories for Medicare 

Advantage Plans. Obtaining an approval 
on the PMD and accessories from 
Medicare sets the standards for the 
Medicare Advantage Plan, as they cannot 
be more restrictive in coverage than 
Medicare FFS. 

We encourage all our clients to 
simultaneously submit to Medicare FFS 
and the Medicare Advantage Plan. If 
the Advantage Plan denies the PMD 
or accessories but Medicare approves 
it, the supplier can use the Medicare 
approval with the appropriate citations in 
the Medicare regulations to appeal the 
Advantage Plan’s denial. m

Noel Neil, JM, CDME, is the VP of 
Auditing and Corporate Compliance for 
ACU-Serve Corp., Akron, Ohio.





power wheelchair marketplace

Alltrack N2221
Amylior’s mid-wheel-drive M3 and pediatric 
P3 power chairs are available in a narrower 
base. The N2221 has a base width of 21" with 
GP22 batteries (2 3/8" narrower than stan-
dard), either with full-size 14" or 12.5" drive 
wheels and 6" front casters. With a weight 
capacity of 300 lbs., this configuration 
supports Amylior’s power positioning lineup: 
50° of tilt, 160° of recline, independent 
elevating legrests or a power articulating 
center mount foot platform, and 11" of seat 
elevation. This narrow option is equipped 
with a patented dual-action suspension to 
provide the perfect blend of stability, perfor-
mance on uneven terrain, and comfort.

Amylior Inc.
(888) 453-0311
www.amylior.com

Avid Velocity
Avid Rehab’s most popular mid-wheel-
drive power chair provides best-in-class 
performance and superior clinical function 
in a design that’s economically sound as 
well. Standard for the Velocity are new V3 
articulating footplates. This next-generation 
articulating foot platform simultaneously 
extends and articulates in a smooth pattern 
for the ultimate in comfort. Customize 
with infinite adjustments for leg length 
discrepancies using just a 4mm hex. Velocity 
also features an 18-mile range per charge, a 
compact footprint (24" base width and seat-
to-floor height as low as 16.5"), and up to 12" 
telescoping tower power seat (optional).

Merits Health Products
(239) 372-4575
www.avidrehab.com

Alltrack R3 Outdoor
Explore and experience the great outdoors 
with confidence. The Alltrack R3 Outdoor 
custom all-terrain package takes full 
advantage of unique Hybrid-Wheel Drive 
technology. A patented, fully independent 
6-wheel interactive suspension features 
unparalleled drive-wheel travel for a stable, 
smoother ride. Paired with soft 14x4" tires 
and front and rear 9" casters, the rugged R3 
and R3-HD boast superior performance over 
rough, uneven terrain while offering indoor 
maneuverability for everyday mobility. 
The custom rear caster upgrade raises and 
lengthens rear arms, resulting in increased 
stability on bumpy surfaces.  

Amylior Inc.
(888) 453-0311
www.amylior.com

iBOT PMD
The iBOT PMD utilizes advanced elec-
tronics, sensors, battery technology, and 
software to take users where they want to 
go. Standard features include USB charger, 
transport securement points, lithium-ion 
batteries, and quick-disconnect user 
controller. Options and accessories include 
stair-climbing assist handle, shortcut mode 
transition and seat adjustment controls, and 
extended-range batteries. Seating options 
include Motion Concepts’ Ultra Low Maxx 
line. Mobius Mobility is accredited through 
ACHC and can now direct-bill some insur-
ance plans to help to secure the maximum 
allowable benefit.

Mobius Mobility
(833) 3GO-IBOT
https://mobiusmobility.com

Avid AXCEL
Two years in the making, the Avid AXCEL 
power wheelchair — from Merits Health 
Products’ Complex Rehab Technology 
division — was specifically designed to be 
service friendly while also offering an infinite 
number of possible adjustments for the end 
user with just a handful of tools needed. The 
AXCEL features tool-free rear battery access, 
bright LED front and rear lights, easy back 
access for electronics, and width-adjustable 
cantilever arms. End users will love the 
high-performance, independent hydraulic 
suspension and the large 9" rear casters that 
help to navigate obstacles and rough terrain.

Merits Health Products
(239) 372-4575
www.avidrehab.com

AVIVA STORM RX
The Invacare AVIVA Storm RX, an innovative 
leap in rear-wheel-drive power chairs, is for 
users who travel outdoors, but need maneu-
verability indoors. It is intuitive to drive 
and an easy transition for people accus-
tomed to manual wheelchairs. A compact 
base offers better maneuverability, while 
SureGrip suspension helps increase traction 
going over obstacles. Front caster bushings 
decrease vibrations and help to reduce 
fatigue. Front casters are moved outboard 
for a center-mount front rigging to help 
improve the comfort of the user. Features 
Motion Concepts Ultra Low Maxx seating 
system and LiNX electronic controls. 

Motion Concepts
(888) 433-6818 
www.motionconcepts.com
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Superior standing 
for mid-wheel
The M Corpus VS brings proven, customizable 
power standing to the maneuverability of a 
mid-wheel drive base. Permobil also created 
new lightweight swing-away knee supports 
and a DualLink suspension to ensure stability 
and ride comfort. Providers and clinicians will 
find programming faster and more intuitive 
thanks to the new wireless QuickConfig app. 

M Corpus VS

Swing-away 
or single-post 
knee support 
options

Learn more about 
the M Corpus VS

Full range of power tilt, 
recline, legrest elevation, & 

articulating power footplate

Fully customizable 
standing sequences

permobil.com



power wheelchair marketplace

M Corpus VS
Permobil’s newest power chair enables 
mid-wheel-drive users to benefit from 
power standing. A new QuickConfig wireless 
programming app makes programming 
changes faster and more intuitive, while the 
new DualLink suspension optimizes stability 
in standing along with superb low-end 
torque for a smooth stand-and-drive experi-
ence that balances day-to-day traction and 
ride comfort needs. A new swing-away knee 
support option is 75-percent lighter than the 
original single-post design, and the release 
mechanism is designed for a range of hand 
functions so riders can independently place 
or remove it.

Permobil
(800) 736-0925
permobil.com

QUICKIE Q300 M 
Mini
Go where others can’t with the Q300 M Mini: 
the narrowest true mid-wheel-drive QUICKIE 
power wheelchair with an ultra-small 17" 
turning radius. It is perfect for getting in 
and out of the tightest spots, inside and 
outside the house. The QUICKIE Q300 M Mini 
base balances superb indoor maneuver-
ability with outstanding performance and 
head-turning style. All of these, combined 
with the benefits of the highly configurable 
SEDEO PRO seating and the most advanced 
controls, create the perfect wheelchair for 
any adventure. 

Sunrise Medical
(800) 333-4000
https://www.sunrisemedical.com

Q’STRAINT ONE
The Q’STRAINT ONE’s design replaces the 
many parts and obstacles of traditional 
four-point securement with a simplified, 
single-platform station. This all-in-one 
securement platform’s 2023 updates 
include improved visual design language 
and prominent yellow markers to make 
securement procedures crystal clear. All-new 
rubberized hooks and buckles and a rugged 
surface texture provide maximum durability. 
The securement process can be completed 
more quickly, with even difficult-to secure 
chairs fully secured in less than a minute, so 
wheelchair users and drivers can get going 
faster than ever.

Q’STRAINT
(800) 987-9987
www.qstraint.com/one

TrackMaster
TrackMaster Mobility’s mission is to design 
a machine that would change the lives of 
disabled and less-abled individuals with 
mobility challenges, and enhance their 
quality of life so they can enjoy life “off the 
sidewalk.” The all-new Series 1 and Series 2 
devices feature aircraft-grade aluminum 
chassis to make TrackMaster the lightest and 
most transportable all-terrain power track 
wheelchair in the industry. At 28.5" wide, 
the Series 1 is recommended for light-duty 
or indoor use. The Series 2, at 31.75" wide, 
is designed for more aggressive terrain or 
environments.  Standard or Complex Rehab 
seating options are also available.

TrackMaster Mobility
(727) 333-7562
www.trackmastermobility.com

Stretto
Stretto has an overall width of 20.47" with 
12.5" drive wheels, making it the narrowest, 
most maneuverable power base in America. 
Stretto provides great maneuverability in 
tight spaces and is equipped with inde-
pendent SRS (Smooth Ride Suspension). 
Optional iLevel delivers 12" of power adjust-
able seat height at up to 3.5 mph. Stretto 
comes standard with LED front and rear 
fender lights and a USB charger, and it allows 
toolless removal of the rear shroud with a 
battery access door. Seat widths and depths 
are available in sizes 10"-20" (10" width and 
depth available with TRU-Balance Flex only; 
other seating system sizes begin at 12 x12").

Quantum Rehab
(866) 800-2002
www.quantumrehab.com

WHILL Model F
The foldable Model F offers best-in-class 
design, portability, and comfort in a compact 
package. An ergonomic joystick design and 
adjustable armrests create a comfortable 
ride, whether it’s to a grocery store or a 
day at a theme park. A range of 12.4 miles 
ensures fewer stops and more time enjoying 
activities. At 53 lbs. (without lithium-ion 
battery) and with the ability to fold/unfold 
in less than three seconds, transporting 
the Model F in a car, bus, plane or train is a 
breeze. Bluetooth technology provides more 
independence with a remote drive function, 
speed management, and the ability to lock 
the device to prevent unwanted use.  

WHILL
(844) 699-4455
https://whill.inc
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RIDE ON!

we have
the evidence

The Evidence Is Building!

Ride Designs takes a potentially more effective approach (orthotic and prosthetic) 
to address postural care, mobility, and skin protection. We support university-level, 

ongoing research to inform best practices for wheelchair seating and mobility.

Explore the recent studies here...
https://www.ridedesigns.com/research
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CAN’T GET ENOUGH education, news, and 
policy/funding info on Complex Rehab 
Technology power wheelchairs, powered 

seating, and power chair accessories?
Mobility Management’s podcast center has just 

what you’re looking for. 
Whether you want fresh perspectives on power 

wheelchair chair design, seat elevation updates, 
education on power bases, or how power wheel-
chair footprints ultimately impact client success, 
you’ll find on-demand conversations with industry 
experts. 

Go to mobilitymgmt.com and click on Podcasts in 
the top navigation bar. Like what you hear? Subscribe 
so you don’t miss any upcoming episodes. m

FOR MORE POWER WHEELCHAIR CONVERSATIONS, 
TUNE INTO MOBILITY MANAGEMENT PODCASTS
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